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EXTENDED SUMMARY 

 
In 1968 — the year of Prague Spring and May general strike —, on the eve of Martin Luther King’s 

assassination, Stanley Kubrick presented 2001, Space Odyssey, at the Loew’s Capitol Theatre in New 

York. 

As the film followed its course through European movie theatres, dramatic events such as the death of 

Robert F. Kennedy engrossed the attention of the elites of western power, alarmed by the hippy 

euphoria and the sexual liberation of women. All the noise in the world seemed to burn slowly in the 

overwhelming silence of outer space, somehow distilled into the eloquent Thus Spoke Zarathustra, 

Op. 30, the tone poem composed by Richard Strauss and inspired by Friedrich Nietzsche 

philosophical treatise. 

 

By introducing the theme of artificial intelligence, Stanley Kubrick and Arthur C. Clarke moved the 

conflict within, showing the human being at war with itself. As far as the world problems are 

concerned, the movie is an enigmatic, almost premonitory, work. 

 

Immersed in time and distance, a group of astronauts travelling in a spaceship controlled by 

supercomputer HAL 9000 become aware of the machine’s error/treason. In a mission aimed at 

survival, David Bowman decides to neutralize the machine that made possible the dream of artificial 

intelligence and ended up humanizing itself.  Still, HAL’s «death» is not the end. Its absence is just the 

beginning of regeneration. 

 

The words «disconnect», «regenerate», «reactivate» seem to stand out in Kubrik’s movie; they are the 

ones establishing a connection with the present dissertation, which seeks to undertake a selective 

journey to the current state of the world, highlighting some of its sides (resources, energy, 

globalization, illegality). 

 

To interpret landscape is to conceive it as a reflection of this state of affairs, the visible side of its 

achievements and set-backs. It becomes clear that even now is urgent to «disconnect», opening up 

the way for survival and regeneration. To deactivate old processes and recreate new ones; to put 

aside the goals of never ending growth and allow the discussion of the meaning of the word 

«development» to take place; to disconnect ways of thinking the plan and the project that betray the 

flow of events. 

 

The present dissertation analyses a concrete case not as a mere pretext to ratify ideas, but — and 

above all — as the opportunity to draw correspondences and elements capable of regenerating 

ecological processes and redefine relations between occupation and economy. 

 

Following the problems related to the illegal human settlements, the opportunity arises to give places 

and emergent courses a new life and a whole new meaning. 
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Maybe Kubrik’s landscape is to be found somewhere in these places... a premonitory light briefly 

intercepting contemporary culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


